Ticket Instructions
Who would you give this ticket to?
Have you or someone you know received a ticket, or “notice of offence” for doing
something that you should have every right to do?
Are you aware that most of the tickets that are being issued have no legal jurisdiction?
As such, the person who issued you a ticket is, in fact, committing an offence. One way
to address this is to exercise “common law rights” and issue a ticket back to the person
who gave you the ticket (here forward referred to as the “offender”). Here’s how:

*USE A BALL POINT PEN ONLY

1.

A Create


a 12-digit Offence Notice number:

Use
 the year, month, date and time to form the 12 digits. ie. The year in 4 digit
format, the month in 2 digits and the day in 2 digits (YYYYMMDD) would be
8 digits. Use (HH) for the hour (01 to 24) and (mm) for the minutes, for a total
of 12 digits, so a ticket issued at 4:30 pm on May 14, 2021 would, for example,
be 202105141630.

2.

B  The

Offence
Notice
B

NOTE – if they refuse to provide you with their name and address, you may use
John/ Jane Doe and write “refused to cooperate” in the address fields.

4.

E  Set Penalty should be submitted as per what you feel is the true cost of the

offence (aka the amount you can accurately defend). For example, everyone
should always have a value on their time so it is fair that this penalty would
reflect your time that was wasted, as a result of the offender. If there was
embarrassment, stress or other damage created this should be considered.
The “Total Payable” field should be a higher amount that includes collection
charges added to the amount of penalty, if the payment is refused.

5.

F  Sign

the ticket and serve the individual with the top
portion. Politely command payment.

Toronto, ON

Your Name goes here

believe and certify
that on the day of
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|
YYYY
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✔

 am  pm

D

3 : 30
TIME

Jane/John Doe - refused to cooperate

Name (offender)

Toronto    ON    A2B C3D

City

Province

#1234
Badge#

At:

Place of encounter

#5678

Postal Code

Precinct/Division

FAILED TO PERFORM and honour his/her DUTY PURSUANT TO his/
her Contractual Obligations, Oath of Office, Nuremberg Principals,
Constitutional duties, Provincial Bill of Rights or equivalent by
Aiding and Abetting enforcements of unconstitutional orders,
CONTRARY TO: Nuremberg Principals, Constitution of Canada and
related laws, Criminal Code sections 4.11, 27, 19, 78.1 (4), 180 (1),
215(2) (b), 218 ,223 (2), 225, 226, 264.1 (1) (c), 279.01, 279.011,
279.02 and/ or 279.03

Your Name goes here certify that I served the
I, __________________________________
original of this Notice of offence personally upon the person named
on this offence notice on the day of the offence

in your own name in the blank after “I”,
with the name and address of the offender.

corner Queen & University

D

location and the description of the Offence:

D  Followed

Wasting my time

I,

Describe how / why the actions of the “offender” was in contrary to laws. Consider
the section on the Ticket detailing some of relevant laws, and include rough
address of the location such as street name, and street number visible at that
location or

3.

Notice#

Offence (description and location)

C

Note the location in terms of address or street name, nearest intersection,
name of the building and any logical title given to the area. Include the city,
province and country for formality sake.

C Fill


202105141630

A

E

$1,000

$ 1,500

Set Penalty of

F

Total Payable

Offence Notice issued by/
Signature:

Important:

You have 7 days paying the set Penalty amount voluntarily to avoid
assuming liability for the amount shown in the “Total Payable” section.

You may repent for your actions, write across the face
of this Instrument;
I repent and shall never involve my self in Aiding and Abetting any criminal
organization”, sign it and hand it back to the Issuing Trustee; or

PAY IN CASH ON-SITE.

Party issuing
the ticket: Command payment without
getting into conflict and with respect

Payment shall be made to/to the order of:

Saving yourself from potential public prosecution.

*It is important to remain calm and civil, avoid conflict, and to be honest and
objective. Do not exaggerate the amounts, and do not antagonize. You are merely
defending your rights and reminding the offender of the violations of the law that they are contravening.

6. What to do with these tickets?
Once the pad is used or earlier provide your pad to TAC rep for safe keeping. You can take pictures of each ticket and send them in to

capture@takeactioncanada.ca

If they are store owner: Contractual obligations, human right abuse, sections of the Criminal Code such as harassment and trespassing etc.
is a good practice familiarizing yourself with relevant laws, including common law.

Final – May 18-21

If they are a public servant: Oath of office, Code of Conduct, their loyalty, honoring laws and treaties, constitutional and contractual obligations
may be considered.

